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Definition

A set of markings that creates the appearance of
false edges and boundaries and hinders the detec-
tion or recognition of an object’s, or part of an
object’s, true outline and shape.

Introduction

The threat of predation has driven the evolution of
diverse anti-predator adaptations in nature, of
which camouflage – or concealment – is wide-
spread. One striking form of camouflage is dis-
ruptive coloration, in which contrasting markings
are used to break up and obscure an object’s
appearance. First alluded to by the naturalist
Poulton (1890), and later formalized by Thayer
in Concealing Coloration in the Animal Kingdom
(1909) and Cott in Adaptive Coloration in Ani-
mals (1940), the efficacy of disruptive coloration
has been convincingly demonstrated across the
natural world. From the banded wings of tropical
butterflies, to the bold spots of isopods, to the
changeable patterns of cuttlefish (Merilaita 1998;
Hanlon et al. 2009), the study of disruptive

coloration has advanced our broader understand-
ing of adaptive coloration and predation-prey
interactions and has also inspired developments
in human technologies.

Mechanisms

Disruptive coloration functions by creating the
appearance of false boundaries (Stevens and
Cuthill 2006). This may occur both within an
object to disrupt its internal shape or at its edges
to confuse the distinction between an object and
its background. Numerous sub-principles have
been proposed that detail the mechanisms under-
lying the efficacy of disruptive coloration, though
five appear to capture the key processes of interest
(Stevens and Merilaita 2009), namely:

1. Differential blending occurs when parts of a
color pattern match the viewing background,
while others are strongly contrasting, thereby
breaking up an object’s contours.

2. Disruptive contrast describes the use of highly
conspicuous, contrasting pattern elements set
adjacent to one another, with the expectation
that a higher degree of contrast will be more
effective in inducing disruptive effects.

3. Disruption of surface through false edges
occurs when contrasting internal markings
generate illusory boundaries on the surface of
an object, thereby masking its true shape.
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4. Disruptive marginal patterns are those which
make contact with an object’s edge, to blur the
distinction between parts of an object and its
background and/or generate the impression of
discontinuity.

5. Coincident disruptive coloration describes the
geometry of disruptive color pattern elements,
which may spread across distinct body regions
to confuse the otherwise clear boundary
between them.

These principles are nonexclusive and typi-
cally act in concert to achieve their full effect.
Marginal patterns, for example, are often com-
bined with differential blending, to engage the
viewing background itself in breaking up an
object’s form (Cuthill et al. 2005). Similarly, coin-
cident disruptive coloration is particularly effec-
tive in conjunction with strong disruptive contrast,
to both mask the boundaries between regions and
the overall form of an object (Barry et al. 2015).

Technological Applications

Like so much in the natural world, the cryptic
color patterns of animals have served as inspira-
tion for varied applications in human affairs. The
work of Thayer (1909) directly inspired early
efforts at military camouflage during World
War I, and disruptive patterns are now a defining
feature of many military uniforms (Newark et al.
2002). As in nature, however, the use of such a
strategy has proven challenging under dynamic
real-world conditions, as the efficacy of disruption
is severely reduced, for example, against variable
backgrounds, while in motion or in unfavorable
viewing conditions. And just as an animal’s visual
camouflage is less effective against predators that
draw on diverse sensory input, the development of
radar has rendered the use of disruptive coloration
largely redundant for larger-scale military struc-
tures, such as planes and ships. More recent
efforts have also seen the principles of visual
disruption applied to everyday situations, such as
in conspicuously colored “shark-repellent”
wetsuits and surfboards. These rely on boldly
contrasting patterns to inhibit the identification

of swimmers as potential food sources by sharks
which, incidentally, are largely color-blind.

Conclusion

Disruptive coloration hinders the detection and
recognition of an object’s form by creating false
internal and/or external boundaries with
contrasting markings. It is a common mode of
camouflage in nature and is a highly active area
of research in the study of adaptive coloration.
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